[Automatic Assessment of Facial Nerve Function Based on Infrared Thermal Imaging].
Facial paralysis which is mainly caused by facial nerve dysfunction is a common clinical entity. It seriously devastates a patient’s daily life and interpersonal relationships. A method of automatic assessment of facial nerve function is of critical importance for the diagnosis and treatment of facial paralysis. The contralateral asymmetry of facial temperature distribution is one of the newly symptoms of facial paralysis patients which can be captured by infrared thermography. This paper presents a novel framework for objective measurement of facial paralysis based on the automatic analysis of infrared thermal image. Facial infrared thermal image is automatically divided into eight regional areas based on facial temperature distribution specificity and edge detection, the facial temperature distribution features are extracted automatically, including the asymmetry degree of facial temperature distribution, effective thermal area ratio and temperature difference. The automatic classifier is used to assess facial nerve function based on radial basis function neural network (RBFNN). This method comprehensively utilizes the correlation and specificity of the facial temperature distribution，extracts efficiently the facial temperature contralateral asymmetry of facial paralysis in the infrared thermal imaging. In our experiments, 390 infrared thermal images were collected from subjects with unilateral facial paralysis. The results show: the average classification accuracy rate of our proposed method was 94.10%. It has achieved a better classification rate which is above 9.31% than K nearest neighbor (kNN) classifier and 4.87% above Support vector machine (SVM). This experiment results is superior to traditional House-Brackmann facial neural function assessment method. The classification accuracy of facial nerve function with the method is full compliance with the clinical application standard. A complete set of automated techniques for the computerized assessment of thermal images has been developed to assess thermal dysfunction caused by facial paralysis, and the clinical diagnosis and treatment of facial paralysis also will benefit by this method.